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S B M Polytechnic Alumni Association

S.B.M.Polytechnic Alumni Association is the association of past students
of Shri Bhagubhai Mafatlal Polytechnic. The association was formed in
1980, for the following objectives:
To secure and support intimate contact amongst the alumni,
present students, and the staff. To promote and support
educational activities and programs for the benefit of the alumni.
To assist the alumni in every manner possible, through specialized
knowledge and experience gained in the profession.
·
To maintain a permanent record of the alumni.
To promote social and cultural activities and conduct activities that
are of interest to the alumni through fundraising, publication of a
magazine or bulletin.
To promote the cause of technical education and/or to advise and
represent professional bodies, industries, educational institutions,
and Government bodies.
·
To create greater rapport between SBMP and Industries.
·
To institute awards to deserving students of the Polytechnic for
their performance
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MULTI-TECH 2020
MULTI-TECH 2020, an entrepreneurial exhibition was organized
by Shri Bhagubhai Mafatlal Polytechnic's Alumni Association on
March 2 & 3, 2020 at Babubhai Jagjivandas Hall, Vile Parle (West),
Mumbai. The exhibition provided an opportunity to alumni to
showcase their products and services to other industries and
present engineering students.

Dr. D. J. Shah, Principal, Dr. M.Z Shaikh, Vice principal, Neeta Kadukar ,
Mr. Darshan Shah, Mr Pravin Sanghvi , Mr G.J. Badwe ,TPO and other
dignitaries while Inaugurating
MULTI-TECH 2020
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Snapshots of MULTI-TECH 2020
MULTI-TECH 2020

received a good response from various

Industries . 51 exhibition stalls of industries were visited by
1438 visitors including 609 alumni.

Alumni Himanshu Kapadia interacting with
SVKM Trustee Mr. Kirit Mehta

Guest's visit to stall
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Snapshots of MULTI-TECH 2020
Retired staff of SBMP and alumni got an opportunity to reunite at
one

platform

accompanied
conference

called
by

Multi-Tech

technical

covered

the

2020.

conference
emerging

The
on
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Digital
such

India.
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was
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Artificial

Intelligence, Machine Learning, Industry 4.0, IoT and Block chain.
Eminent

academicians

and

industrialists

participated

in

the

conference.The exhibition was sponsored by Yashpal Construction
Pvt. Ltd, Rajeev Plastics Industries and Indian Oil Corporation

An exchange of views between retired staff and
Principal Dr. M.Z. Shaikh

Conference Session In MULTI-TECH2020
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Achievements of
Alumni

Gaurav Sawant Bhosale (Batch of 2015)

Gaurav Bhosale from mechanical engineering batch of
2015 recored his name in the INDIA BOOK OF RECORDS for
winning maximum medals and certificates by an individual
in various martial arts.
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Achievements of
Alumni
.

Heet Naik (Batch of 2018)

Heet Naik from mechanical engineering batch of
2018

got

a

scholarship

of

50,000

Euros

for

postgraduation
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Alumni Success stories Series

" Journey to Success"
by
Mrs. Rekha Jagannath ,
Electrical Engg. Batch 1998

Opening Remark :
I/c Hod N.D. Adate and Ex–Principal Prof. A.C. Mehta convened the
meeting at 6:00 pm on Friday 23 October and welcomed our Special
Guest Mrs. Rekha Jagannath and the rest of the members expressed
their views that she was looking forward to start with informative and
interactive session.
Summery of the lecture:
Mrs. Rekha Jagannath welcomed the attendees and started the session
using her presentation. The slide began with the AGENDA of the sessions
and then she started with her brief INTRODUCTION & CAREER HISTORY
(Education & Jobs) as she completed her graduation from Mumbai
University and MBA from University of Petroleum and Energy Studies,
India. And currently working with Worley, London as Lead Electrical
Engineer
As she visited many industries and worked in various companies the
competency she saw and experienced were huge and shortlisted some
areas are Knowledge, Theoretical and Practical Methods, Technical and
Commercial leadership, Interpersonal skills and Personal commitment.
Software tools used in industry :
She discussed the importance of software and impact of being having
the knowledge of it. Having the knowledge of it makes you and your
work profile more convenient than others and nowadays the world is
coming up with more digital inventions in which software is mandatory.
Some shortlisted software by her was SPPID, E3D, SPI, SPEL, AVEVANET,
AUTOCAD 2020, Dialux, Saudi Lighting and ETAP.
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Career in Energy industry :

Energy industry is now the core of industry for her, as she’s been
working in this industry from past 15 years and acknowledged her
working experience and career into it. She never limited herself as she
moved to 8 companies to explore herself and her knowledge. She gave
a wonderful statement that “ Never be afraid of failure , it is just an
experience, learn from it and push yourself harder as you can”. Some of
the careers in an Energy Industries are : Design Electrical Engineer,
Operation

and

Maintenance

Engineer,

Cost

and

Estimation

Procurement, Energy Auditor, Project Engineer, Engineering Manager &
Electrical and Safety Engineer.
A more helpful chart she shared with us that how to: Strive to Extend
our Own Technological Capabilities, Identify Limits of our Own
Knowledge and Skills, Broaden and deepen our knowledge and few
more important content to explore oneself.
Questions /answer sessions :

At the end of the presentation she asked all the attendees to get
cleared their doubts. As everyone noted all their doubts and started
asking one by one. She answered all the attendees in brief and in an
understanding way as per her knowledge and vast experience also she
gave some references to get more cleared.
Closing Remark:

A vote of thanks given by I/c Hod Mr. Namdeo Adate and gave best
wishes to all the students for their upcoming years and facing
challenges to be successful.
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“Struggle to Success"
by

Mr BINU PATEL
Civil Engg. Batch,1979

Objective of the Session: The objective of the session was to make students

aware about the path called “Struggle to Success” for their herewith coming
future prospects. Total 46 students attended it online (MS TEAM)
Session details:

This expert lecture was organized by the Civil Engineering Department of Shri
Bhagubhai

Mafatlal

Polytechnic

in

association

with

SBMP’s

Alumni

Association. The topic of this lecture was “Alumni success story” featuring our
very successful and dynamic alumni Mr. Binu Patel.
Firstly Mr. Binu Patel started off the session with the reality checks he had to
face during his journey of being a diploma graduate to a entrepreneur. He
then gave varied instances from his life , of how he managed difficult
situations and always assured timely completion and quality assurance in
every task assigned to him .Mr. Patel gave insights on how varying industry
requirements and work culture, changed and evolved him over the years. He
narrated a tale about how he entered his current field of expertise incidentally
and how now he stands as an industry leader, in it with his firm being one of
the best. Lastly, he expressed his thoughts on how current generation of
would-be engineers should learn and adapt to difficult times and find the
solution to various engineering-based problems. He also voiced his opinion on
effects of “covid-19” on construction industry.
Outcome of the session:

The students could understand the facts and figures of civil engineering field
w.r.t. changing needs and demands in normal circumstances and amidst
Covid. Overall, the lecture was very informative and engrossing. The students
had very positive responses with interesting queries.
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“Path to Success"
by

Mr MALAY SANGHVI
Plastics Engg.
Batch 1982
Objective of the Session:

The objective of the session was to make students aware about the path called
“Path to Success” for their future endeavours.
Session details:

This expert lecture was organized by the Plastics Engineering Department of
Shri Bhagubhai Mafatlal Polytechnic in association with SBMP’s Alumni
Association. The topic of this lecture was “Alumni success story” featuring our
very successful and dynamic alumni Mr. Malay Sanghvi.
Firstly Mr. Malay Sanghvi started the session with the reality checks ,which he
had to face during his journey of being a diploma graduate to an entrepreneur.
He then gave varied instances from his life, and how he managed those difficult
situations and always assured the timely completion and quality assurance in
every task assigned to him.
Mr. Sanghvi gave insights on how the varying industry requirements and work
culture, changed and evolved him over the years. He narrated his struggle story
to fit in to industry frame and about how he entered his current field of
expertise incidentally and how now he stands as an industry leader, in it with his
firm being one of the best. Lastly, he expressed his thoughts on how current
generation of would-be engineers should learn and adapt to difficult times and
find the solution to various engineering-based problems.
Outcome of the session:

The students could understand the facts and figures of plastics engineering
field w.r.t. changing needs and demands in normal circumstances and amidst
Covid. Overall, the lecture was very informative and engrossing. The students
had very positive responses with interesting queries.
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“ Way to Success"
by
Mr SWAPNIL DARJI
Plastics Engg.
Batch : 2007
Objective of the Session:

The objective of the session was to make students aware about the path called
“Way to Success” for their herewith coming future prospects
Session details:

This expert lecture was organized by the Plastics Engineering Department of
Shri Bhagubhai Mafatlal Polytechnic in association with SBMP’s Alumni
Association. The topic of this lecture was “Alumni success story” featuring our
very successful and dynamic alumni Mr. Swapnil Darji. Firstly Mr. Swapnil Darji
started off the session with the reality checks he had to face during his journey
of being a diploma graduate to an entrepreneur. He then gave varied
instances from his life, of how he managed difficult situations and always
assured timely completion and quality assurance in every task assigned to him.
Mr. Darji gave insights on how varying industry requirements and work culture,
changed and evolved him over the years. He narrated a tale about how he
entered his current field of expertise incidentally and how now he stands as an
industry leader, in it with his firm being one of the best. Lastly, he expressed his
thoughts on how current generation of would-be engineers should learn and
adapt to difficult times and find the solution to various engineering-based
problems.
Outcome of the session:

The students could understand the facts and figures of plastics engineering
field w.r.t. changing needs and demands in normal circumstances and amidst
Covid. Overall, the lecture was very informative and engrossing. The students
had very positive responses with interesting queries.
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Alumni Success Stories Book

In Jan 2021 , We have Published Our first Volume of Alumni Succes
Stories Book. This booklet contains more than 42 success stories of
our alumni from various departments, who have excelled and made
a name and fame for themselves in different walks of like business,
sports, film, social service , engineering , and education and their
respective industries .
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Report on
‘Interviewing Skills and Techniques’
by

Mr. Santosh Naikar and Mrs. Neeta Kaukauna

‘Interviewing Skills and Techniques’ session was conducted on 1/11/2021(phase-1) and the

speaker of session was Mr. Hiregouda Naikar , more than 60 students were present for this
session. Session was Started at 11.00am. Mr.G.J.Badwe and his team welcomed the speaker. Mr.
Pratik Shah offered a bouquet to Mr. Santosh Naikar. Mr Hiregouda Naikar started session at
11.08 am he delivered session on the following topicsa) Introduction of industries in which career can be established.
b) Introduction of various departments and their importance in executing a project
c) Organization structure of Corporate/Head Office / Project Locations - Site Management
Teams.
d) Introduction of various design and modelling software presently being used in industry for
Process, Equipment,
At 1.55 pm session was ended with Vote of Thanks given by Mrs. Pooja Nikhade.

Welcoming of the guest

Guest's Mr. Naikar's Speech

An attentive audience
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Session -2

‘Interviewing Skills and Techniques’ session-2 was conducted on 15/11/2021 and the
speaker of session was Mr. Hiregouda Naikar and Ms.Tusharika Bose , more than 60
students were present for this session. Session was Started at 11.00am .Mrs.Supriya
Patil welcomed the speaker , around 11.09 am Ms.Tusharika Bose madam started
session and explained following topics1.Introduction of Interview
2. What are interviewing skills
3. Examples of interviewing skills
4.How to improve Interviewing skills
a.know how to use the job Discription
b. Research the company
c.Review your Resume
d.Preapare your clothing in advanced
After 5minuits of break Mr. Hiregouda Naikar sir started the session and explained
following points
1.Assistance in Training and Placement through campus or direct interviews.
2. Sample project discussion
At 1.55pm Mr.Pratik Sawant concluded the session with vote of thanks

Guest Mr Santosh Naiker's guidance

An attentive audience
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Election of Alumni Association Managing Committee
Annual General Body Meeting of SBM Polytechnic Alumni Association held online
through MS - Team on Saturday, the 31st July, 2021 at 6.00 p.m. It was attended by
119 members. In that meeting to elect the new members of the Managing
Committee, nominations were requested from the members who desired to work
on Managing Committee. It was decided to call the separate meeting of Managing
Committee to select the Office Bearers.
On 21st August, 2021, Saturday at 4.00 p.m through MS – Team (online). the
Managing Committee's special meeting was conducted , The Agenda of the
meeting was

to elect SBMP Alumni Association’s committee . This Managing

Committee's special meeting was attended by 24 members.

In that meeting

,Principal Dr. M. Z. Shaikh expressed his views on the members interested in being
part of alumni association committee and suggested the names of the office bearers
and other committee members along with the intended designations, which was
further unanimously agreed by all. The same is as follows:
PRESIDENT

CHAIRPERSON

Dr. M. Z. Shaikh - Principal

Dr. Vandana Bhatt
.

VICE-PRESIDENT

CO-CHAIRMAN

Mrs. Neeta Kadukar – Vice Principal

Dr. Ashok Khade
VICE-CHAIRMAN
Mr Daksh Pandya

SECRETARY

SECRETARY

Mr. G.J. Badwe – T.P.O.

Mr. Pratik Shah
JT. SECRETARY
Mrs M. P. Humbal
TREASURER
Mr Pankaj Rathod

MEMBERS

JT.TREASURER
Mr Dinesh Shinde

Mr V.B.Vanvari, Head, Civil Engg.

Mr Swapnil Darji

Mr Ashok Chore, Head, Mechanical Engg.

Mr Utsav Parekh

Mr N.D. Adate, I/c. Head, Electrical Engg.

Mr Priyank Busa

Mrs A. A.Kulkarni Head, Electronics Engg.

Mr Sagar Patel

Mr D. M. Karad, Head, Plastics Engg.

Mr Ajit Barai

Mr R.D.Shimpi, Head, Chemical Engg.

Mr Sachin Jagad

Mr Janardan Kulkarni, Head ,Computer Engg.

Mr Siddharth Parmar

Mr Abhijeet Dongaonkar ,Faculty ,Info Techology

Ms Neelam Petkar

Mr L. B. Deshpande, Curriculum Co-ordinator
Mr S.T.Khelkar, Controller of Examinations
Dr. Pravin Parate, Faculty, Mechanical Engg.
All ex principals are permanant Invitees .
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New Building of SBMP

